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Abstract: The main focus of the study is to determine the financial uncertainty while examining the
Sukuk bonds prices, Sukuk bond and global emerging market indices returns dynamics. The study,
with a time period ranging from 2017 to 2020, applies the quantile regression technique. The study
findings show that evidence of co-moment exists between the global emerging market index and
Sukuk bond price returns, except the one. There is no impact of the financial uncertainty indicator
reflected by the global volatility index (VIX) on the Sukuk index returns, and even this impact is
negative for (VXEEM). The causal impact among the global emerging and Sukuk bond markets will
help formulate future trading strategies in particular to Islamic bond markets.

Keywords: quantile regression; Sukuk; financial uncertainty; VIX; VXEEM

1. Introduction

The Islamic bond Sukuk is an emerging security, considered one of the growing
commodities in the modern world. The system of Riba (interest) is forbidden in Islamic
law; therefore, stakeholders in Muslim communities started thinking of a system that is
free of interest. In recent years, Sukuk has emerged as a major Islamic financial security
and as an alternative to conventional bonds. The first Sukuk was issued in 1990 in Malaysia
and it turned out to be the first country to issue sovereign, corporate Sukuk. Auditing and
Accounting Organization of Islamic Financial Institutions (AAOIFI) in 2003 declared Sukuk
to be a “certificate of equal value representing undivided shares in ownership of tangible
assets, and services in or ownership of the asset of a particular project or special investment
activity”.

Sukuk are designed in a way that can earn returns for the investor. Islamic Finance
Information Services (IFIS) highlights the importance of Sharia commodity and that the
corporate Sukuk quickly becomes dominant as compared to sovereign Sukuk. Corpo-
rate Sukuk enhances an organization’s financing support (Godlewski et al. 2013). Sukuk
represent a certificate whose value is equal to the value of the underlying assets backing
them. Sukuk holders take a certificate from the issuer of Sukuk. This certificate shows
ownership and ensures the receipt of profit periodically for its bearer. These periodic profit
payments can be in rental form through investing in the asset or profit-sharing process.
After Sukuk reaches its maturity, the holder receives back their principal amount. Sukuk is
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present as different types in the market, that is, Mudharabah and Musharkah (partnership
forms) Murabahah (cost-plus sales), Al-Wakalah and Ijarah (rental or lease agreement).
Sukuk is analogous in structure to the conventional bond but ensures that fundraising
must be according to Sharia. Three obligations must be met by a Sukuk to full fill Sharia:
(a) ownership represented by certificate must be of tangible assets; (b) profit that is left
after tax should be paid to investors, and (c) value of the asset at maturity must be equal to
the current market price, not the previous price that was invested. The Sukuk market is
growing rapidly but there is low liquidity in issuing of some Sukuk, which is an obstacle
for its growth. This growth is affected because of not being accepted by the secondary
trading mechanism. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a secondary market that performs
efficiently and explains all the dynamics regarding the Sukuk spread.

AAOIFI sets standards that differentiate Sukuk from conventional bonds and securities,
and Sukuk are not debt certificates. There has been a long-running debate about the
differences between Sukuk and conventional bonds. Sukuk are similar to a conventional
bond in some aspects, that is, they are traceable in traditional markets and get mature
within a fixed period. Nevertheless, in the case of Sukuk, interest is forbidden while
issuers of a conventional bond have to pay interest to inventors after a specified period.
Furthermore, a person who issues Sukuk must share revenue profit and loss with investors.
Having interest that involves benefits and risk results in a proportionate share of cash flow
(Godlewski et al. 2013). In the case of Islamic finance investment, a longer time period does
not increase profit (Ramasamy and Munisamy 2011). Because of default and uncertain
situations, the due amount is not added to the principal in order to calculate compound
interest. In this way, it is different from the conventional bond. Sukuk are asset-based (as
per Islamic law), while conventional bonds are asset-backed. According to Arundina et al.
(2015), there are Sukuk that are recently issued securities and the holder of the security
might be affected by the variation in the price of underlying assets while those who invest
in conventional bonds do not suffer from such issues.

Conventional bonds involved in trading, selling of debts, and loan lending are not
permissible in Sharia. The profit that we receive in the case of a conventional bond is
in the form of interest that is prohibited in Sharia. In order to recompense these returns,
the profit we receive in Sukuk is in the form of rewards, not interest. Therefore, the
emergence of Sukuk takes place in order to bridge the existing gap. It was noticed that
Sukuk grow more rapidly as compared to a conventional bond. There is also a certain
difference between Sukuk and conventional bonds. Sukuk always have an underlying
asset and the bondholder and is given partial ownership of that underlying asset but the
ownership of bond is a debt obligation. Underlying assets in the case of Sukuk must be
Halal. We cannot put haram things (prohibited in Islam) as an underlying asset. Whenever
the value of underlying assets increases, returns offer to the bondholders also increase or
decrease. However, in the case of traditional bonds, the performance of the bond remains
ineffective to bondholders. When the issuer of Sukuk offers a Sukuk bond in the secondary
market it means he is selling the ownership of the asset that backed it while in the case of
the conventional bond he is offering the debt.

Some scholars said that Sukuks are not according to Sharia as they do not follow
these principles, and Islamic bonds and conventional bonds are very similar. Wilson (2008)
mentioned that Sukuk are structured according to western securitization. So this raises
the question of whether Sukuk is a different form of conventional bonds? Wilson (2008),
suggested that Sukuk are formulated in a way that the profit earned by Sukuk should be
equal to a conventional bond. However, the return from Sukuk is generated by an asset
that is not backed by the periodic payment of interest. Contrary to that, Cakir and Raei
(2007) contented that Sukuk are different from conventional bonds. When Sukuk are added
into an investment strategy, the resulting portfolio outcome shows risk reduction benefits.
Therefore, these are different from the conventional bond. Authors have suggested that
risk reduction benefits can be achieved by issuing Sukuk instead of conventional bonds. So,
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the issuance of Sukuk as an alternative to conventional euro bonds can be beneficial for
reducing risk.

Sukuk bond markets are beneficial for both investors and issuers (Vishwanath and
Azmi 2009). The underlying transaction is the foundation of Sukuk that causes the relation-
ship between production and financial flows (inflows and outflows). Financial activities
should be performed for productive purposes. Their focus must be financial projects in-
stead of speculative tricks because exposure comes from the project and not from such
possibilities. It is also essential to ensure stability. Exposure is a risk that investors face
while doing a financial activity. As Sukuk is associated with risk; therefore, its exposure
is high and exposes one significantly to exchange rate market risks, interest rate risk and
even operational risk. Sukuk ensures an equal distribution of wealth. However, the Sukuk
market is rising day by day. Basically, it is a market where bondholders pursue the bond
investment until its maturity and are traded at a limited level in the secondary market
(Godlewski et al. 2013; Alahouel and Loukil 2021). Now Sukuk offers special exchanges,
that is, the first exchange is Dubai International Finance Exchange (DIFE), the second
Market in Vienna and the Third Market Labuan Exchange in Malaysia (Abdel-Khaleq and
Richardson 2006; Samitas et al. 2021; Rahman et al. 2020). In western countries, England
may come out as the primary bridge between Islamic finance and conventional means of
capital. Recently, an initiative was taken to change the tax law that gave equal treatment
to Sukuk as conventional bonds. However, the liquidity of the secondary market is as-
sumed to develop slowly, with issuance rising and investors becoming more aware with
the instrument.

The motivation of the study is to divert the intention of the investors towards the
relationship among emerging markets, emerging Sukuk bonds markets and the implied
volatilities indices from global and emerging economies. The study hopes to provide
valuable guidelines for investors with religious beliefs so that they can invest according
to their religious teachings. This study used a quantile regression approach in order to
examine the financial uncertainty1 relationship response of both the Islamic bond index2

and the Sukuk bonds distribution of returns from growing and emerging markets3 against
an emerging market index4. A Saudi Islamic Index is created for those who want to
make investments according to Sharia principles with the intention to fully incorporate
all the standards of purification related to business activities and dividends practices as
per Sharia law. Quantile regression helps in assessing the co-movement Mensi et al. (2014)
and causality effect Reboredo and Naifar (2017) along with the complete market situation
analysis through quantile-based results such as low quantiles observe a slow-paced market
growth, upper-quantiles observe a fast growth rate, etc.

This study is unique in a sense, as it measures financial uncertainty dynamics through
Saudi index returns with related Sukuk bonds prices reflected onto the emerging market
index. Moreover, it also analyzes how changes take place in dependency and causality
between Sukuk price changes and economic and financial policy uncertainty over different
quantiles. It uses three Sukuk bonds for its purpose, that is, Abu Dhabi, London and Kuala
Lumpur, and examines their co-movement with the global volatility index and global
emerging market index. The study uses daily data from 20 November 2017 to 12 June 2020.
There are four types of empirical findings in this study, that is: (1) there is co-movement
and causality in intermediate quintiles between the price of Sukuk and Saudi index; (2) co-
movement and no causality between global volatility index and Sukuk; and (3) there is
co-movement between the prices of Sukuk and emerging market index. This study shows
that Sukuk is not independent of another bond and rather affect by just like other financial
instruments.

2. Literature Review

A number of studies were conducted to exhibit stock market behavior that explains
the variations of Sukuk returns. Ryu et al. (2017) conducted a study in order to examine
what type of returns were obtained through co-movement of Sharia stocks such as Sukuk in
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Malaysian markets. They used the GARCH model (multivariate generalized autoregressive
conditional heteroskedasticity) so that the one-way variation of Sharia stocks in the Sukuk
bonds market could be assessed during the financial crisis. For UAE, Mseddi and Naifar
(2013) in their empirical study explain the returns behavior of Sukuk to stock markets
condition and microeconomic variables. For this purpose, they used a linear regression
model The findings confirmed that slop trends and stock index returns seemed statistically
significant. Godlewski et al. (2013) conducted a study to explain how stock markets behave
for various types of Sukuk. They used a study sample with 131 types of Sukuk bonds
of 43 companies of UAE, Bahrain, Indonesia, Kuwait, Malaysia, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and
United Kingdom. Results show that there is a positive impact of Sukuk on the stock price
of firms issuing ()Sukuk.

Aloui et al. (2015), in their study, explain the co-movement of Islamic stocks and Sukuk
in GCC nations and show that there is a positive relationship between these two. Aloui
et al. (2015), in their study, examine the interconnection of Islamic stocks and Sukuk bonds
finding a strong relationship among them. Also, the findings show that flight-to-quality can
be seen more frequently in less risky Sukuk markets during financial turmoil. Aloui et al.
(2015) explain the volatility of Islamic bonds and Sukuk in Gulf Corporation Council (GCC)
countries by using the DCC (dynamic conditional correlation)-GARCH model. They found
a negative correlation between Sukuk and Sharia stocks. Naifar and Hammoudeh (2016)
conducted a study in which they explained how the returns of local Sukuk (in Malaysia,
Saudi Arabia, and UAE) and the stock market in different conditions depend upon each
other. There is an unequal dependency between Sukuk yield and the volatility of global or
regional stock markets of Malaysia and UAE.

Bird and Yeung (2012) used data from the Australian market to suggest that investors
can be optimistic or pessimistic due to market uncertainty. During unpredictable conditions,
inventors avoid making such choices that constantly have maximum expected utility.
Chordia et al. (2005) took bond and stocks liquidity data (17 June 1991, to 31 December
1998) of the US and found that novelty in sock variations predicted a rise in the bid-ask
spread of bonds. Cremers et al. (2008) added that option-implicit equity instability plays
an important role in determining corporate bond spread. Aslanidis and Christiansen (2014)
explain the parallel relationship of stock-bond quantile by using variables regarding market
uncertainty, that is, the volatility index VIX in the US. Bansal et al. (2014) suggested that
for Saudi Sukuk markets, equity-risk variations and flight-to-quality pricing can be an
important source to grip the bond market dynamic during 1997. Shin and Kim (2015)
conducted research in which they mentioned that after a crisis, investors from the Korean
bond market need an extra default risk premium. It was because of increased uncertainty
in financial markets. In the US bond market, equity volatility is considered a determinant
to clarify volatility behavior.

In anticipation of the attention given recently to the research query related to the
financial uncertainty at the domestic and global level, the second hypothesis is developed
to evaluate the relationship of the Global volatility index with Sukuk prices of Abu Dhabi,
London and Kuala Lumpur in the emerging market index. Uncertainty of volatility indexes
is just like the unpredictable variations that have an effect on the economic development
process. Jeong (2002) and Billah et al. (2022) mention that uncertainty could increase cost,
decrease investment substantially (long-term) opportunities and reduce returns. There
is evidence related to the impact of uncertainty on the overall firms’ performances and
ultimately reduce their revenues, increases the costs factors and thus adversely impact
investment policies (Wang et al. 2014; Ahmed and Elsayed 2019). Similar studies related to
these variations in financial factors have been conducted for the US economy and the stock
market indices of Asian, European and Sharia-based economies and found a dependency
of US economic uncertainty on these indices’ price dynamics. Although past studies have
established sound credibility and pointed out the dependency relationship between the
Sukuk and conventional bond prices on stock market prices and macro-economic variables,
there is hardly any evidence from quartile-based analyses of the financial uncertainty
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impact of Sukuk bonds prices on the emerging market stock market price dynamics. This
further facilitates the investors and portfolio managers in earning profit from relevant
strategies based on the decision-making process.

Research Hypothesis

Based on the review of the existing literature related to the topic, the following hy-
potheses were formulated.

Hypothesis 1. The Saudi Sukuk index and Sukuk bond prices both have a significant direct
relationship and causal impact on emerging stock index prices.

Hypothesis 2. The global volatility index (VIX) as a financial uncertainty variable and Sukuk
price dynamics both have a significant impact on the emerging stock index price dynamics.

Hypothesis 3. The emerging market volatility index (VXEEM)—as a financial uncertainty
variable and Sukuk prices dynamics both have a significant impact on the emerging stock index price
dynamics.

The first hypothesis was developed to analyze the relationship of the Saudi Sukuk
index to emerging stock index prices and the Sukuk bonds prices of Abu Dhabi, London
and Kuala Lumpur. The second hypothesis relates to the utilization of the Global volatility
index as a proxy of the financial uncertainty and to check if the VIX index has a significant
impact on the prices of the Sukuk bonds, which would imply that their use as a safe heaven
investment in times of uncertainty will be limited. The third hypothesis was developed to
evaluate the significant impact of volatility of the Sukuk index and Sukuk bonds prices on
the emerging market index prices.

3. Research Methodology
3.1. Empirical Model Specification

To analyze the dynamic price movement or volatility of the Sukuk index and Sukuk
bonds prices, that is, London Sukuk, Kuala Lumpur Sukuk and Abu Dhabi Sukuk and
financial uncertainty, that is, (VIX) (VXEEM) onto the emerging market index. The study
estimates the quantile regression model and evaluates the t quantile distribution of the
Sukuk index and Sukuk bonds prices dynamics with respect to the financial uncertainty
and their impact on the emerging market index prices dynamics (yt), such that

Qyt

(
τ

vt

)
= α(τ) + β(τ)yt−1 + γ(τ)dt + η(τ)dt−1 = θ(τ)vt (1)

where, yt−1 is the lagged of time series value for the dependent variable, dt and dt−1
are (k × 1) is dimensional vectors of explanatory variables at a time t and t − 1. Also,
the vt = [1 yt−1 dt dt−1]’ and θ(τ) = [a(τ), β(τ), γ(τ), η(τ)] is a 2(k + 1)-dimensional
parameters vector. The constant term in the equation can be expressed with a (τ), the
lagged value parameter can be determined with β(τ), γ(τ) expresses the co-movement
relation among the dependent variable and the explanatory variables, η(τ) is also known
as a contemporaneous effect. If the values remain unchanged across quantiles, then there
will likely be a constant effect existing among the dependency structure, when there exists
an increasing trend in the values across quantiles then it observes an increasing dependency
structure and vis-à-vis. Also, when we observe common values across the quantile, then it
observes an asymmetric trend and vis-à-vis (Mensi et al. 2014). The values of β(τ) help in
confirming the causality effect in relationships among Sukuk, markets indices and financial
uncertainty factors.

The θ(τ) can be estimated with the value expressed below,

θ(τ) = argmin
T

∑
t−1

(
τ − 1yt<θ(τ)vt

)
(yt − θ(τ)vt) (2)
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where 1yt<θ(τ)vt
is known as an indicator function of Equation (2). The values express the

co-movements of the dependent variables and the exploratory one. If these values remain
constant, then the said dependency structure will remain unchanged and vis-a-vis.

An increasing (decreasing) dependence structure is symmetric (asymmetric) for high
and low quantiles; one that is increasing (decreasing) across quantiles; one that has a
constant dependence structure across quantiles; one that is increasing (decreasing) across
quantiles (Mensi et al. 2014). Cause and effect can be seen in the price of Sukuk and other
financial and economic instruments β(τ). To put it another way, significant values suggest
that historical data from one of the variables in x include useful information that can
be utilized to predict future Sukuk returns. When these numbers are not important, the
opposite is true (i.e., there is no Granger causality (Reboredo and Naifar 2017)). The linear
regression analysis approach has been followed by Koenker and d’Orey (1987), with the
intention to quantify the errors of parameters of given Equation (1) after incorporating
the heteroscedasticity effects in quantile regression deterministic technique through boot-
strapping function (Buchinsky 1995). The present quantile regression approach has been
endorsed by (Uppal and Mangla 2017).

One of the main reasons for choosing the quantile regression over linear regression
mainly pertains to the fact that quantile regression enables one to estimate the conditional
median for the data and thus enables the researcher to conduct the regression analysis in
cases where the general conditions required for the linear regression cannot be fulfilled. At
the same time, given its above-mentioned limitations, the linear regression only enables
a partial explanation of the relationship, which, in this case, can be a severe limitation.
Meanwhile, the quantile regression removes this limitation, given that the main objective of
applying regression is to minimize the error terms. Given the above-mentioned advantages,
this tech is particularly useful for evaluating the underlying relationship using the data
set that cannot be considered as normally distributed (Waldmann 2018). Besides that,
quantile regression enables the researcher to conduct meaningful analyses in cases where
assumptions of homoscedasticity are violated or the results may lie outside the quantile of
conditional distribution (Le Cook and Manning 2013).

3.2. Data

The study data comprise the Suadi Sukuk index (SSI) from 20 November 2017 to 12
June 2020 (taken from the Morgan Stanley Composite index database). SSI is a recognized
index representing the true picture of Islamic fixed income asset classes such as Sukuk.
Sukuk indices are monitored screened by the Islamic Sharia board operated under AIOFI
principles after incorporating all the complexities of Sharia compliance principles. It
means that Sukuk under these indices should exclude all the business activities that are
prohibited by Sharia compliance principles such as alcohol, drugs, entertainment, weapons,
conventional finance, etc. Figure 1 displays the volatility among the emerging market index
and Saudi Sukuk market index, compared and contested both for them from the period
covering end-start of 2017 to mid-end of 2020. Saudi Sukuk market index shows a less
volatile pattern till 2019 compared to a later period, because after 2019, it observed high
volatility behavior while the emerging market index shows concentrated volatile patterns
throughout the period of analysis.

The other variables included in the datasets comprise Sukuk bonds such as Abu
Dhabi, London and Kuala Lumpur Sukuk, along with the conventional stock data, that
is, the emerging market composite index (EMCI). The EMCI, since its launch in 1988, has
established credible standing among its investors with all the benefits and challenges during
these years. It represents mid and large caps companies across more than 25 emerging
market countries with an overall 13% of global market capitalization. Thus, with its growth
increased 10-fold since its inception, it is considered a benchmark for various assets classes
such as equity funds, fixed-income funds and market growth, etc. In Figure 2, the volatility
in returns for the London Sukuk, Kuala Lumpur Sukuk and Abu Dhabi Sukuk is displayed.
The returns of Kuala Lumpur are smooth except for three events in which the prices lower
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for a very short period of time then get recovered instantly. Whereas Abu Dhabi Sukuk
and London Sukuk are completely aligned in terms of returns and with low volatility for
the initial period compared to the vivid end.
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In relation to the financial uncertainty, through other Sukuk bonds and indices of both
the conventional market and Sharia market, the study takes both the global and emerging
volatility indices such as (VIX) and (VXEEM). The reason for choosing these indices is
twofold—first, the VIX is a widely used index to address the implied volatility for the stock
at a global level like London Sukuk, and second, the VXEEM is shaped up to address the
implied volatility for the emerging market and Saudi Sukuk indices and three Sukuk bonds
prices namely Abu Dhabi, London and Kuala Lumpur Sukuk. Figure 3 shows the Saudi
index and both volatility indexes (global volatility index and emerging market volatility
index). So, the Saudi index was smooth till the mid of 2019 and got more volatile after
that. Whereas both the volatility indexes are more or less moving together and both global
volatility index and emerging market volatility indexes are highly volatile throughout the
observed period.
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4. Empirical Results and Discussion

The study calculated the descriptive statistics given in Table 1, which shows that the
average calculated returns for the emerging market capital index are higher compared
to the Saudi Sharia index and respective Sharia bonds. Higher average returns for the
global volatility index are recorded for VIX compared to VXEEM. A fatter tail was also
recorded for the Sharia index and respective Sharia bond returns as confirmed by their
relative kurtosis values, among other contested variables. Next, the quantile regression
analysis for the emerging market capital index was estimated with respect to the dynamic
Sukuk index, Sukuk bonds and volatility indices. The following quantile-tau range from
0.05 to 0.95, as given in Table 2 and Figure 4, explains the quantile regression estimated
values for given parameters significant @ 95% confidence level. The values are present in
graphs as dotted lines showing the impact of lagged parameter values for emerging market
and Sharia indices, respective Sukuk bonds and the financial uncertainty indices.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics.

Log Values of Saudi
Sukuk Index

Log Values of London, Abu Dhabi and
Kuala Lumpur Indices

Log Values of Global and Emerging
Market Volatility Indices

LNSI LNLS LNADS LNKLS LNVIX LNVXEEM LNEMI

Mean 4.45 × 10−5 8.64 × 10−5 0.000110 9.86 × 10−5 0.002383 0.001375 0.000731
Maximum 0.004821 0.015518 0.015639 0.006338 0.768245 0.335852 0.335852
Minimum −0.006687 −0.01469 −0.014666 −0.04383 −0.266228 −0.336961 −0.336961
Std. Dev. 0.000560 0.001727 0.001724 0.003251 0.091874 0.074939 0.073426
Skewness 0.329867 −1.600861 −1.600853 −11.37191 1.725210 0.758123 0.742044
Kurtosis 65.53790 30.62787 31.12348 148.2789 12.26569 6.758536 6.890772
Jarque-Bera 102,186.0 * 20,209.01 * 20,930.85 * 564,907.4 * 2553.940 * 429.1186 * 453.0237 *

Notes: Daily price data from 20 November 2017 to 12 June 2020. An asterisk represents the rejection of the null
hypothesis at 5%. (Saudi Sukuk index), (global volatility index), (Emerging market index) with Sukuk bonds of
(London, Kuala Lumpur and Abu Dhabi).
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Table 2. Quantile regression estimates for the Sukuk index at different statistical significance levels.

Q(0.05) Q(0.10) Q(0.25) Q(0.50) Q(0.75) Q(0.90) Q(0.95)

LNSI 4.7259 0.0544 4.7125 8.1947 6.7740 −4.4459 15.9970
0.4418 0.9902 0.4333 0.2369 0.2691 0.4205 0.2553

LNSI(-1) 0.1434 * 0.1590 * 0.1895 * 0.1346 * 0.0925 −0.0649 0.1251
0.0044 0.0000 0.0005 0.0287 0.1501 0.4350 0.3970

LNLS 36.2178 * 24.1235 * 7.1784 0.8424 16.9184 175.3147 104.1887
0.0001 0.0002 0.2777 0.9166 0.0827 0.6168 0.9165

LNLS(-1) 27.1747 * 20.4494 * 9.4580 6.6621 6.4558 32.7172 * 40.4744
0.0003 0.0002 0.0907 0.3900 0.4564 0.0025 0.0872

LNADS 34.9891 * 22.2098 * 5.9598 0.0987 14.6745 178.7761 106.3952
0.0011 0.0016 0.4029 0.9910 0.1255 0.6092 0.9148

LNADS(-1) 22.4084 * 17.5959 * 5.5574 3.8752 5.6026 29.6413 * 35.3483
0.0021 0.0013 0.4440 0.6316 0.5125 0.0067 0.1606

LNKLS 0.2096 0.4674 * 0.8875 * 1.4161 * 0.4995 −4.0023 * −2.6058
0.3519 0.0464 0.0383 0.0434 0.9785 0.0000 0.2070

LNKLS(-1) 0.5962 0.1240 0.4797 0.0555 0.8892 −1.2746 * −0.5622
0.3027 0.8077 0.5116 0.9522 0.2377 0.0347 0.4603

LNVIX 0.1004 0.0291 0.0125 0.0524 0.0529 0.0164 0.0051
0.0828 0.6013 0.7328 0.0538 0.4818 0.8399 0.9711

LNVIX(-1) 0.0588 0.0385 0.0462 0.0386 0.0015 −0.0439 −0.0660
0.4281 0.4230 0.2785 0.1664 0.9593 0.2382 0.5890

LNVXEEM 0.1961 * 0.1325 * 0.0460 0.0228 0.0225 0.0791 0.1140
0.0026 0.0041 0.3282 0.6456 0.7582 0.3286 0.6943

LNVXEEM(-1) 0.1295 0.1095 * 0.0567 0.0968 * 0.0560 0.0681 0.0287
0.0768 0.0136 0.1453 0.0491 0.4906 0.5900 0.9191

Constant 0.0939 * 0.0675 * 0.0384 * 0.0093 * 0.0287 * 0.0864 * 0.1311 *
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0005 0.0032 0.0000 0.0000

Quasi-LR statistic 42.3263 * 54.1432 * 40.8836 * 21.9814 * 11.8401 16.7652 9.4914
0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0377 0.4586 0.1586 0.6605

Note: The table comprises quantile regression estimates for the model described in Equation (1). The numbers in
parentheses are the specific standard errors. The asterisk (*) denotes statistical significance at the 5% level.

From Figure 4, it is clear that the estimated lagged coefficient values of slope get larger
at the end of the tails for emerging market index, London Sukuk, Abu Dhabi Sukuk and
the financial uncertainty indices distribution. The study results for the lagged values of the
Sharia Index on the basis of Sukuk quantiles show that they react to extreme movements
in the market. This is a good source of information for traders who intend to trade in
the Islamic Sharia index since most of the time, the lagged quantile values of the Sukuk
index are negative and similar to the return distribution of the market. This is also true
for the lagged distributed quantiles values of Kulala Lumpur Sukuk bond returns, and it
does have a tendency to react with the extreme variation in the market. The study results
compare the emerging market index and the Saudi Sukuk index and found that there is no
indication of co-moment among the two. This confirms that the traders can use the Islamic
Sharia index as a hedging mechanism against the exited variations of the emerging stock
index.

As far as financial uncertainty factors are concerned, the Sukuk index negatively relates
to (VXEEM) volatility indicator for emerging markets. No significant response towards
the sharp moments was found in the markets too. This is also true for the London Sukuk
bond lagged quartile values. The study provides a comprehensive analysis to confirm the
correlation between the Sukuk index, emerging market and financial uncertainty factors. It
is observed that there is an indication of the negative causal effect of London Sukuk bond
prices and the financial uncertainty factor, that is, the VXEEM volatility index on the Islamic
Sharia Index. In terms of an initial co-moment perspective, the relationship between the
Sukuk index with respective Islamic bonds and the emerging market index prices lagged
coefficient values gives interesting results. For instance, it has been observed that the
for the quartiles range between 5–25% there a positive co-moment observed between
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the Sukuk index, London and Abu Dhabi Sukuk bonds only except the Kulala Lumpur
Sukuk. However, for the quartile range from median to 90%, there is an insignificant
association between the Sukuk index and the emerging market index. There is a significant
causal impact existed among the London, Abu Dhabi Sukuk, and emerging market lagged
coefficient values which are significantly co-move with each other. Whereas, for the Kulala
Lumpur Sukuk bond, lagged values confirm a significant negative casual impact on the
emerging market index.
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Similarly, the study observes the financial uncertainty impact on the Sukuk and
emerging market indices and the given Sukuk bonds prices. When analyzing Figure 4, the
blue line indicates the quantile regression estimates of the regression parameters across the
quantiles ranging from 0.05 to 0.95, and the red band depicts a 95% confidence interval for
the quantile regression parameter estimates. The results are two-fold in this respect. Firstly,
when seen through the VIX volatility indicator, it was found that there is no significant
positive and negative causal effect on the Sukuk index return values. The respective
quartile lagged values for the volatility index had a positive insignificant impact on the
Sukuk indices starting initially up till the third quartile, except for the later portion, where
it becomes negative. This shows the co-moment relationship among the two variables
for the upper quartile portion. Next, for the emerging market volatility indicator, that
is, VXEEM, there was found a positive causal impact on the Sukuk return values for the
respective period. The results further confirm that there existed a co-moment among these
two variables for the lower and middle quartile ranges.

During the period of study, no significant demand or supply shocks were discovered,
which would have had a significant impact on the upward or downward movement of
the Sukuk indices. In summary, the study suggests the following implications for the
traders, first, the Sukuk index lagged quartile coefficient values show insignificant with
relation to the emerging market capital index. This further reflects that the traders will
be better off while trading with Sharia and emerging market indices through portfolio
management. Under extreme market conditions, the financial uncertainty from the global
volatility indicator, that is, (VIX) index perspective does not have a substantial impact on
the Sharia index returns as well. However, the financial uncertainty does affect the portfolio
based on the Sharia index while reflecting the emerging market volatility index such as
(VXEEM). Moreover, the results show that there is a negative causal impact of the VXEEM
index on the return lagged values of the Sukuk index, which is true for the Kulala Lumpur
Sukuk too. Whereas there is a positive co-moment between the other Sukuk bonds like
London and Abu Dhabi Sukuk bond lagged returns and the Sukuk index. This is useful
for the traders and investors alike in relation to forecasting the Sukuk index returns from
the past information exhibited by the Sharia bond prices returns. Hence, the use of the
Sharia index and Sharia bond prices returns can be used for the hedging mechanism by the
traders and investors who look for the safe heaven Sharia-based funds.

Based upon the statistical analysis of the present study, it can safely be assumed that
the like conventional bonds, the Sukuk bonds can also be used for hedging purposes
against the volatility in the emerging stock markets. Given that volatility in the merging
market is usually higher than in developed or developing markets, which also serves as
one of the major charms for the investors. One of the additional benefits of Sukuks over the
conventional bonds relates to the fact that these bonds are in Shariah companies, thus they
are of special interest to Muslim investors who do not want to invest in the interest-based
securities. Besides this, one of the main restrictions of Shariah company investment relates
to basic principles that forbid investments in Alcohol, arms or tobacco-based business,
which may also attract investors who tend to favor ethical investments.

5. Conclusions, Limitation and Future Research

The rise in demand for the Sukuk market indices has given rise to many queries
in relation to Sharia bond prices, returns, emerging market capital index and relative
volatilities. Also, there is a need to address the issue related to evaluating the impact of
Sharia bond prices returns, emerging market index, and other financial uncertainty factors
and how they causally affected the Saudi Sukuk index as a global market for Sukuk based
securities. To summarize, our research findings clearly indicate that investors at individual
and institutional levels can benefit greatly by including Sukuk-based securities issued in
the emerging markets. The inclusion of Sukuk-based securities will not only serve as a vital
tool for diversification of risk but would also complement the existing portfolio comprising
of emerging market securities. Even extreme market conditions represented by the VIX
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index (global volatility indicator) do not have a significant impact on the Sukuk index,
while at the same time, the Sukuk index increases in tandem with the increase in global
financial markets such as the FTSE. Given these unique attributes, Sukuk bonds can also be
used for hedging instruments against conventional portfolios as well.

The study findings clearly explain the fact that the Sukuk lagged quartile values
are sensitive to extreme market conditions and negative values similar to the market
distribution. When compared with the global emerging market stock index, the results
show no evidence of co-moments between the two. This shows further that the investor’s
portfolio based on the Sukuk index and Sukuk bond prices cannot be affected by the
resulting upside and downside moments in the stock market returns. Based on these
results, investors and traders will be better off due to the existing co-movement between
the Sukuk index returns, global market returns and the financial uncertainty indicators
particularly the (VXEEM) volatility index for emerging markets. Sukuk bonds happen
to be non-sensitive to these variables and thus are considered safe hedge funds for the
diversification of portfolio and risk management purposes. Moreover, information about
financial uncertainty factors’ co-movement and structures that exist between Sukuk bonds
prices is vital to consider while diversifying the portfolio as well as in reducing risk.

Like all other research, this research also suffers from a few limitations. The main
limitation of the research relates to the data set, as in the present research, the data set
mainly comprises four-year data related to Sukuk indices, while in the future, researchers
can extend the data set. Second, the present research mainly focuses on Sukuk securities,
while in the future, researchers can include other Sharia-compliant securities along with
Sukuks. Third, in the future, the researchers can use other econometric models to validate
or reject the findings of the present research.
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Notes
1 It is comprises of global volatility index i.e., VIX and emerging market index VXEEM.
2 It is comprises of Saudi Index given by the Morgan Stanley Composite Index (MSCI) database.
3 It is comprises of London Sukuk, Abu Dhabi Sukuk and Malaysian Sukuk bonds prices.
4 It is comprises of emerging market composite index given by the Morgan Stanley Composite Index (MSCI) database.
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